THE
WORLD OF
B A T T L E!
A N EP I C MA G NET IC

2 PLAYER

Hej!
I'm Mikkell

Designed
In Denmark

I’m from the little kingdom of Denmark, it has a small population
and strong sense of community, where board games are popularly
played in pubs and homes.
I started out as a carpenter, restless with my hands and eager to
create a game to play with my wife and two young children. From
my small workshop I created KLASK.
After crafting a few games for my friends' Christmas presents,
word spread and orders began to flood in from all over Denmark.
The following year, I built over 3,000 games by hand in my garage.
Working tirelessly from my home workshop handcrafting boards at
the speed of a Viking warrior (and with some help from my family),
the KLASK community was born.
The magnetic gameplay of KLASK is unique, fun and like no other
game out there. Dodge, slide, scrape and score, just don’t KLASK!
A game for anyone, anywhere.

WHAT'S INSIDE THE BOX

Let ’s Get Started
1. Attach PTFE stickers
to the bottom of the
magnetic strikers and top
of two steering magnets

2 MAGNETIC STRIKERs

3. The youngest player
starts the game by
placing the ball on the
starting corner of
their choice.

KLASK BOARD

2 BALLS (1 SPARE)

WHITE MAGNETS AKA
Biscuits (1 Spare)

2 SCORING DISCS

2 STEERING MAGNETS

2. Place the board on a table
between 2 players and make
sure it's level.

6 PTFE stickers (2 spare)

4. Place the
white magnets on
the white fields,
magnets facing up.

6. Insert both
scoring discs
to start at 0
points.

5. Both players have a black
striker magnet and connecting
steering magnet. Place the striker
on top of the board with the
steerer underneath and connect!

Striker

Steering
magnet

How to Play

Hit the orange ball into your opponent's goal while
avoiding the obstacles of the field. Both players
are free to move at all times and there is no
order of turn. P layers can move their strikers by
using the steering magnets underneath the KLASK
board. First player to 6 points wins the game.
Or learn how to play online:
ww w .k la skga m e.com/pages/HowToPlay

Important!

There are
ways to scorE

1

If the orange ball ends up in your
opponent’s goal and stays there (if the
ball bounces out, the game continues).

2

- Move your scoring disc one point
forward in the scoring slot. Yay!
- Return all 3 white magnets to their
position on the field.
- The non-scoring player ‘kicks-off’ 
from their chosen corner.

If 2 (or 3) white magnets
stick to your opponents striker.

- You can only score one point at
a time even if there are two simultaneous
scoring events.
- In the case of both players scoring, the
point is awarded to the player whose
scoring event happened first.

OTHER RULES...

- If only one white magnet sticks
to a striker the game continues.
- If a white magnet falls over the
side of the board the game continues.

3

If your opponent loses control
of their striker and can’t gain
control again by using the
steering magnet.

KLASK! When your opponent steers
their striker into their own goal a point
will be awarded immediately - even if
they manage to escape. Rule of thumb:
If you hear KLASK, it's a point.

- If the ball falls over the side of the
board, place it in the closest corner to
the point of exit and continue.
- You cannot intentionally remove the
white magnets from your striker in
anyway. If a magnet disconnects naturally
during play, the play continues as normal.

#1

- You can hit the white magnets with
the ball or with the striker, however,
you cannot use your steerer to move
the white magnets.
- If the players cannot agree on an
event, the point is reset and replayed.

OUR (COMPETITIVE)

COMMUNITY

The table top game of fast hands and even faster thinking
has gained a worldwide following – from kitchen table play
offs between family and friends, to late night rivalries and
competitive tournaments of skill and dexterity around the world.
Get started with the score card at the back of this book and
involve your friends or local community to battle it out in your
own championship!
Ready to play with the best? National tournaments are
hosted all over the world leading to the annual KLASK World
Championship Tournament. Check out the highlights from
previous Championships on Youtube!
To find out about upcoming tournaments near you, or to find
new people to KLASK with, visit tournaments.klaskgame.com
KLASK tattoos are always on us.
Reach out to tattoos@klaskgame.com

A M B A SS A D O R S
Have you ever wanted to spread awareness of the game you love to
those around you? Ever dreamed of working together with the KLASK
crew to host official tournaments and activities in your region?
Well stop dreaming and become a KLASK Ambassador! KLASK is taking
applications for KLASK Ambassadors worldwide who will have the
privilege of becoming the faces of the KLASK community with exclusive
access to the KLASK inner circle and swag.

SHARE YOUR #KLASKLIFE
The beauty of the KLASK design is the ability to pack it up and
take it with you wherever you go. We’ve seen people battling it
out in some weird and wonderful settings.
Show us where you KLASK with hashtag #KLASKlife on
Twitter, Instagram or Facebook for a chance to get featured!

If you feel like this job was made for you then visit
www.klaskgame.com/pages/ambassadors to apply.

in a frozen lake

in a sauna

NEED SOME
INSPIRATION

in chicago square

We’re on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter
and Youtube as
@KLASKgame

Player 1

HEAT 1
Player 2

KEEP SCORE

Winner

Semi-Final 2

w w w .k l a s k g a me.com/pages/bracket

FINAL
SEMI-FINAL 2

Winner Heat 3

Get KLASKing, use the table below to host your own tournament,
wherever you choose to KLASK! Each round is best of three, meaning
the winner of the match is the first player to win two sets.
Download your own scoresheet here

Winner Heat 1

Semi-Final 1
Winner

Winner Heat 4

P L A YER S

SEMI-FINAL 1
KLASK
CHAMPION

want x the fun
play with more people!

Player 3
Winner Heat 2

It seems like you’ve been
KLASKing hard, don’t let a
missing part stop you! Either
craft your own parts like a true
Viking, or just order some more
at klaskgame.com

HEAT 2
Player 4

LOST YOUR BALL

Player 5

HEAT 3
Player 6

Player 7

HEAT 4
Player 8

LOVE PLAYING
Tell every person you ever meet about the game or find a
roof top and shout the word KLASK!
Share your experience by writing a review on Amazon.
But best of all, become part of the global community! We love
to see your posts and pictures more than anything else.
KLASKgame

KLASKgame

KLASKgame

KLASKgame

KLASKgame

SOMETHING NOT QUITE RIGHT
Reach out to us and we'll work hard to
put a smile back on your face!
help@klaskgame.com
www.klaskgame.com/pages/support

© Oy Marektoy Ltd., Lönnrotinkatu 32d 51, 008180 Helsinki,
Finland, www.competo.fi
WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months of age due to
small parts. Choking hazard. Please keep this box for future reference.
WARNING! This toy contains magnets or magnetic components. Magnets
sticking together or becoming attached to a metallic object inside the
human body can cause serious or fatal injury. Seek immediate medical
help if magnets are swallowed or inhaled.

